
LONDON GUILD OF WEAVERS, SPINNERS AND DYERS
 

Minutes of the Management Committee held on Saturday, 13th October 2012, at St. Stephen’s House,
48 Emperor’s Gate, London SW7 4HJ at 10.00 a.m. for 10.30 a.m.
 
Present: Eve Alexander (Chair)

Roberto Campana
Lyn Duffus
Christine Eborall
Sharen McGrail
Penny Penton
Jane Rutt
Jean Derby  (Secretary)

1.Apologies:
An apology was received from Wendy Morris
 
2.Minutes:
The Minutes of the meeting held on 14th July 2012 were approved and signed.
 
3.Matters Arising:
 
The Code of Conduct has been completed and is ready for the EGM.  The Questionnaire to Members
was ready to be taken away by the Members today and will be sent to Members who are not present.
 
4.Website Issues:
Noreen Roberts was unable to be present and sent the following report:
 
I have continued to update the website adding membership lists, Warp and Weft and member’s photos,
although disappointingly, even after Jean’s email request for photos, only one member responded.
Perhaps member’s feel the photos are too small so a gallery of larger photos in the new website is a
suggestion.
 
Jane has contacted a web designer and I have had two conversations with him. He will start from
scratch with a brand new design but would need input from the Committee as to the content. To keep
the web site address - londonguildofweavers.org.uk - Brenda Gibson, the Administrator of our current
website, would need to be contacted. She has allowed the Guild site to be attached
to her personal one with the web host ‘1&1’, for which she has paid, allowing the London Guild a free
site for many years.
 
This was discussed and Jane Rutt agreed to talk to her contact, Richard K. to explain what was wanted
and put him in touch with Brenda Gibson.   We needed to know if the website would be hosted by the
developer and upgraded when necessary and that the maintenance of the website would also done by
the developer.  It was felt that we needed to have someone in charge in the Guild who would work
with a small group of members and a request would be made to members for help.
 
5.Finance:
 
Sharen McGrail reported that there was no major expenditure and no major purchase of equipment
during the last quarter.
Expenditure:
 

In October a payment of £581.25 will be made to the Association (155 members x £3.75)
In November the Guild insurance is due.  Assuming that we renew the existing policy
negotiated on behalf of the Guilds, this should be in the range of £220 - £250.
BAU October – December.  Monthly hire of St. Stephen’s, Speakers, Competition Prizes.

•
•

•



BAU October – December.  Monthly hire of St. Stephen’s, Speakers, Competition Prizes.
Income:

The Guild made a small profit from the Kente Cloth workshop.  ETNA gave a discount
because of issues with the room.  Please ensure that all costs including venue fees and materials
are included with the tutor’s fees when determining the workshop cost to attendees.
Good attendance for the last speaker and good numbers anticipated for the remainder of 2012.
New members and renewals are now counted as 2013 income

Balance of Guild account - £6538.60
 
It was agreed that in future the cost to attendees should be paid when they booked a place.  Any
materials would be extra and an upper limit for this would be stated at the beginning.  If a member was
unable to attend they should be encouraged to find a replacement if there was not a waiting list.
 
6.Committee Reports:
 
a)Membership.
 
Christine Eborall reported as follows:

Statistics
The current total number of members is 156, of whom 9 are Honorary members.
Between 9 July (previous report to committee) and 9 October no new membership applications
have been received.
Receipts
£23 was paid into the HSBC account on 27 September (= 1 x renewal @£23, re-joining fee
waived)
 
 
 
Badges
As agreed at the previous Committee Meeting, Committee Members’ badges are now coloured and
state their position. All badges have been revised with a clearer typeface (Verdana 25 point) and
new members (joined in the last 12 months) have a green sticker which can be removed when they
are no longer “new”.
Could this be announced at today’s meeting?
2013 renewal and application forms
Drafts of these, which include membership of related organisations as previous agreed, are
submitted for approval.
Can the process for producing 2013 membership cards be progressed?

The new renewal and application for membership forms were approved.
 
b) Warp & Weft:

Roberto Campana apologised for the late issue of the Warp & Weft which was due to work
commitments.
What’s On:  It was agreed to leave this in abeyance until the new Website was in place.
The use of colour in the Warp & Weft was discussed and Roberto Campana reported that it would be
20p an issue more to have this.  Having the cover in colour was discussed and it was agreed that this
would be a good idea.   Perhaps we should think about reducing the number of copies printed to offset
the increased cost of colour.  Jan Slater would be asked how many copies she had over of each
printing.  (Action: Roberto Campana)
 
c) Speakers:
Penny  Penton presented the proposed list of Speakers for 2013.
12 Jan    Sue Cunningham     Heart of Brazil 
9 Feb Michael  Learoyd     Carpet Weaving Techniques 
9 Mar AGM          Show and Tell  (as last year) 
13 April Ann Richards          Weaving Textiles that Shape Themselves 
11 May Chili Hawes          Textiles of Kuba, Congo 
8 June Lucy Goffin          Working to Commission 
12 July Jane Deane          Silk 
10 Aug The Spinners          Unfolding the fleece 
14 Sept Jenny Oliver           Woad  Weld and Madder 

•

•
•
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19 Oct  4 Committee Members each with a Tale to Tell 
(Note  date - Knitting  and Stitching Show  involves many members on Oct 12)

9 Nov Dot Seddon            Warp Weave Beetle and Mount      morning workshop 
                                    Afternoon  Not Made in Bayeux 

14 Dec Competitions 
 
The programme was discussed and the following suggestions made:
September meeting: Penny Penton to contact Jenny Oliver to see if there could be a Workshop in the
morning
July meeting:  A more explanatory title to the talk to be obtained
The speaker at each meeting to be requested to use the microphone even if they were reluctant as this
would make it easier for members to hear clearly.
November meeting: There would be a Workshop on the morning, but it coincided with our quarterly
Skills Sessions.   Dot Seddon to be asked if she would be happy to have both carrying on at the same
time at either ends of the room.   (Action: Eve Alexander)
 
d)  Library:
Jan Slater was not present, but she had reported that there was a need to have someone take over the
organising of the library.   This was discussed and it was agreed that the policy for 2013 was that
books in the archive which were not requested for five years should be sold and the members to be
advised of this.  
It was agreed that Jan Slater and Jean Derby should propose a policy for the running of the library and
report back at the next meeting. (Action: Jan Slater and Jean Derby)
 
7.Planning and Visits:
 
Roberto Campana advised that he had organised a visit to the London Cloth Company on 26th

November 2012 at a cost of £9.00 per person to be paid on the day.
He was considering a visit to the V&A and the Horniman Museum in 2013.
The Wetlands Craft Fair and the Phoenix Garden Agricultural Show and St. Giles Fayre 2012 had both
been successful and it is likely that we would be asked again to take part.   The Landmark Trust
Weaving demonstration in Spitalfields had been successful and the Guild had received a cheque for
£120.00.  Hampstead Heath Heritage Festival was successful and several people had expressed interest
in the Guild.
The Ghanaian Weaver Workshop was well attended and successful.
 
8. Guild Survey – Advertising and Publicity:
 
This was discussed and it was decided that there should be a check-list  for visits or external events
such as demonstrations. Information about the Guild Programme could be put on a postcard with a
photograph of weaving/spinning on one side to hand out.   The price of producing this needs to be
checked. (Action: Roberto Campana)  Another suggestion was that e-mails could be sent to colleges
with information about the Guild. (Action: Eve Alexander to contact Wendy Morris)
 
9.Extraordinary General Meeting:
This would take place at 2.00 p.m. on the 8th December 2012.  Wendy Morris to be asked to Chair it.  
 
 
10. Christmas Competition 2012 Arrangements:
We already have the paperwork except for the voting slips which need to be obtained from Brenda
Gibson.   Eve Alexander said she would contact Brenda.
The raffle to be announced at the November meeting and items requested.
Pat Wilson will comment on the Spinning, Anne Dixon the Design and Eve Alexander the Weaving.
Gilly Beton to be reminded about the Lore Youngmark prize.
The Secretary to look out the descriptions for the different classes
 
11 Coordinators:
November – Sonia Tindale to be asked
December – Eve Alexander (except for the EGM which Wendy Morris would be invited to Chair)
January – Teresa Couceira
February – Jane Rutt



February – Jane Rutt
 
(Jan Slater joined the meeting)
12. The next Guild Exhibition 2013
Jan Slater reported that she still had not heard from the Crypt Gallery,
St. Martins-in-the-Field whether our application had been accepted.
 
13. Any Other Business:
 
a) Association AGM.
This was discussed and it was decided that there were no nominations for the GPC as there were
already two members of the London Guild on the GPC.
The Members had been asked at the meeting following the Committee Meeting for any nominations for
the Journal Editorial Committee and one person had come forward.   This would be progressed.   There
were no points for discussion at the AGM and no propositions to be put forward.
We need a Delegate and an Observer and this also had been asked at the meeting following the
Committee Meeting and also by e-mail.
 
b) Education Exchange Grants:
It was decided to announce this during the Notices at the beginning of the Meeting.
 
c) Dates for Committee Meetings 2013:
Saturday, 12th January 2013
Saturday, 13th April 2013
Saturday, 13th July 2013
Saturday, 19th October 2013
 
14.  Date of the next meeting:       Saturday, 12th January 2013 


